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Obama and the Drug of Hope
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On  January  20,  2009,  during  a  frigid  and  fiercely  cold  day,  hundreds  of  thousands  of
allegedly sane American patriots had traversed land, air,  and sea to attend a majestic
spectacle: the inauguration of President Barack Obama, 44th behaloed president of the
United States of America.

CNN, the mainstream news network for lemmings that spearheaded the event, bore witness
to  a  jubilant  and  expectant  audience  of  men,  women,  and  children,  sweeping  across
Washington like a sea, nay, a tsunami that prophets would be reluctant to part.   Within the
cold  thunderous  mishmash,  old  war  veterans  and  baby  boomers,  the  young  and  hip
hopefuls,  and  trendites,  socialites,  and  new-agey  feel-goods  attended  this  spiritually
vivifying  event.   Flag-wavers,  nationalists,  newly-born  patriots  and  born-again  patriots
reveled in song, dance, and poetry, patting one another, eyes shut and smiling wryly in
disbelief,  congratulating  each  other  as  comrades  with  the  look  of  a  mission  finally
accomplished.   Roland  Martin  reminded  us  that,  in  the  name  of  change,  pop-culture
iconoclasts Oprah, Puff Daddy, and Smokey Robinson were present.  Hilarity ensues – as if
Americans just had to know.  As if the Washingtons, Paines, Lincolns, and squirrels gave a
flying  acorn  whether  they  attended  or  not.   The  monolithic  gears  of  the  corporate  media
machine were well-oiled, running, and ready to embellish a princely procession estimated to
cost a baffling $150 million. 

Talking female heads glossed over excitedly the philosophy behind the new charismatic
leader, pontificating the resemblance to the struggles of Nelson Mandela and Martin Luther
King, Jr. As Obama began to utter his prescribed words, televised montages were intricately
slabbed across American screens: pictures of starry-eyed commoners from Memphis, New
York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Pasadena, a perfect portrayal of people so enraptured
by Obama’s rhetoric that they were cerebrally neutralized and rendered speechless.  In one
scene,  a woman with clasped,  prayerful  hands and chin atremble is  choked in tears.  
Opposite that, men nod their heads agreeably to the tune of the same war agenda.  The rest
continued to listen and watch with mouths agape.  Hilary Rosen admitted to crying after
witnessing the chain reaction of scenes of other teary-eyed people.  The audience, unable to
contain their joy, horned in their hollers of approval when the speech got really good.
 Proceeding  to  the  paperwork,  Wolf  Blitzer  and  Anderson  Cooper  commented  on  the
panache  of  Obama’s  penmarkship  and  the  sexiness  of  his  signature’s  flourish,  in  case
viewers were slow to appreciate the way a man signs his papers.  Everything segues into
the fluttering backdrop of a silent American flag. 

Quoting Thomas Paine in his speech, Obama says: “Let it be told to the future world, that in
the depth of winter, when nothing but hope and virtue could survive, that the city and the
country, alarmed at one common danger, came forth to meet it.”  How often had politicians
touted the eloquence and wisdom of the revolutionaries as if they admired it, respected it –
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understood it?  The ugly punishing reality contends many have abused it and forgotten it:
where is the virtue in funneling billions to foreign conflicts and shenanigans, wasting more
billions brewing client states and proxy wars, welcoming the bankers with their fiat money
and  fiat  laws,  and  rewriting  our  own  laws  to  transform  a  grand  republic  into  a  corporate,
draconian democracy?

The few strong who could wield what was left of their intellectual reserves were aware of the
carefully  planned coup de grace,  and dodged the merciful  blow intended to  daze the
populace and cloak runaway tyranny as it reformed itself.  The geriatric elite in their crisp
American flag-pinned suits and their Zionist counterparts from afar must’ve realized that the
blitzkrieg doctrines under Bush and Cheney could only last for so long no matter who passed
the torch. A defiant public had even sacrificed self-reliance and are now rank with a sickly
dependence on big government, and coupled with their ignorance of the darker realms of
history, they are now binging on the ecstatic drug of hope to replenish their depleted,
wayworn souls.  Now the timid and inexperienced are apt to choose pretenders who easily
masquerade as messiahs.  The timing was perfect.  Henry Kissinger in a recent interview
with CNBC had praised Obama.  With a majority of the anti-war movement now quelled and
pacified, a “new world order” can finally emerge.

“The  president-elect  is  coming  into  office  at  a  moment  when  there  is  upheaval  in  many
parts  of  the  world  simultaneously.   You  have  India,  Pakistan;  you  have  the  jihadist
movement. So he can’t really say there is one problem, that it’s the most important one. But
he can give new impetus to American foreign policy partly because the reception of him is
so extraordinary around the world.  His  task will  be to develop an overall  strategy for
America  in  this  period  when,  really,  a  new world  order  can  be  created.  It’s  a  great
opportunity, it isn’t just a crisis.”

Many remain green, evasive, and unacquainted towards geopolitics and the ancient art of
empire.  And now Obama, who has bedded the Israeli Zionist leadership and their AIPAC
cohorts, is now free and fated to willingly carry out that elusive agenda.

Obama surrounds himself  by an unmistakably pro-war and pro-business entourage that
includes Iraqi war architect Robert Gates, classic war hawk Hillary Clinton, and the new
national  security  advisor,  Zbigniew  Brzezinski,  who  has  entertained  racy  thoughts  of
imperialism through subterfuge and proxy since the days of the Cold War.  The appointment
of Secretary of Agriculture, former Iowa Governor Tom Vilsack and big-agribusiness stooge,
is ominous to the domination of big-agribusiness at home and operations abroad.  Hope-
Change addicts cannot help but further stroke themselves to the cockered Obama who
kowtows without qualms or conscience to the racist Zionist euphemism of “security” in
Israel, salivating over any meaty piece of legislature that suppresses the original Semities –
the Palestinians – and sends munitions unconditionally to Israel as they continue to quarter
and eradicate Gazan civilians en masse.  Zionism 1, Change 0.

Meanwhile,  Russia,  the  mighty  bear  who  emerged  victorious  against  the  proxy  South
Ossetia war, expressed cautious optimism about Obama who still believes Russia was the
aggressor in the conflict.  Eugene Kolesnikov, a private consultant in the Netherlands, had it
nicely summed up during in Expert’s Panel for Russia Profile, that it’s unclear what the pro-
war Obama administration will now do, whether they will continue sponsoring the loathed
missile-shield in Poland, push forward the annexation of Georgia into NATO, or amplify other
“Russia-containment policies.” 
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“Obama’s Clintonite foreign affairs team and such advisors as Zbigniew Brzezinski will want
[Obama] to carry on with the Russia containment policies. The containment approach is
based on the assessment prevalent in the U.S. establishment that America will be capable of
dominating the world if China is allied, Europe is taken back into the fold by involvement in
decision-making, and all sorts of “smart power” improvements are implemented elsewhere.”

Hamid Karzai, stooge and successor to the bygone Taliban leadership, is now condemning
Obama’s audacity-authorized missile strike that killed 16 civilians.  And likewise, another
missile strike – with love from Obama – hits Pakistan, where many enraged Pakistanis
clamored that it would only aggravate the growth of terrorist and militant activity, should
Americans continue to violate the country’s sovereignty.  Juan Cole from Salon.com writes:

“This resort to violence from the skies even before Obama had initiated discussions with
Islamabad is a bad sign. It is not clear if Obama really believes that the fractious tribes of
the Pakistani northwest can be subdued with some airstrikes and if he really believes that
U.S. security depends on what happens in Waziristan.”

Obama’s  audacious  attacks  only  days  within  office  run  counter  to  the  hope  and  change
policies that he had mightily professed.  Even the executive orders for the closure of Gitmo
and other prisons still cannot abolish torture and illegal detention, in stark contrast to what
CNN lackeys had prematurely parroted during the inauguration.   The orders are still tinged
and knowingly laden with loopholes, as investigated by Prof. James Hill of Global Research. 

“The loopholes in President Obama’s executive order on torture may permit cruel abuses of
prisoners  to  continue,  using  a  legal  parlor  trick.   Labeling  detainees  the  product  of
counterterrorism operations rather than of armed conflict, or holding detainees in detention
facilities operated by entities other than the CIA, may allow government agents and private
contractors conforming to the letter of the president’s order to continue practices most
would consider torture.” 

It’s impossible to class Obama amongst the ranks of men who did uphold virtue in the
stately quarters of Washington, where the storms of corruption always struck.  Before they
fancied thoughts of  presidency,  where was the hero Obama as Dennis  Kucinich spoke
against and voted against Iraq war funding and the rising tide of unconstitutional laws such
as the Patriot Act, which Obama had both supported? Where was the absent Obama as Ron
Paul lambasted the bailouts and the illegal Federal Reserve, both again which Obama either
stood quiet or supported? Ex post facto remorse doesn’t count. In the depth of winter, when
the city  and country  were finally  met  with  that  one common danger:  Where was the man
during the decisive battle, not after!

Obama’s cheerleaders and corps of provocateurs can only admit that they have foolishly
divined a man who has masterfully altered his image and aura to where people have
mistaken him as someone spiritual, magical – seductive. Stout and reactionary, many have
become forever loyal and refuse any Obama criticism.  In turn they brand their opposites as
querulous, fault-finding haters who trumpet paranoia over hope and change.  However, the
real freedom-fighters had always embraced the blood-stained ideals of common sense, the
same  tired  sons  and  daughters  of  liberty  who  would  fight  in  chains  rather  than  swallow
sweet acid and die by the sword of a politician’s scripture.  They are indeed the same
brothers  and  sisters  who,  on  another  frigid  and  fiercely  cold  day,  stood  together  with
Obama’s  supporters  against  Bush,  Cheney,  and  the  Zionists,  long  before  Obama was
deified.  Now our armies have been split: by altering the realities of the ignorant.  Divide and
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conquer.

Bryann Alexandros is a freelance writer and contributor to Global Research.  He lives in
Virginia Beach, VA.
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